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Look at North America’s mistakes: don’t go there.
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Business model has to change: aiming at elite with money is reducing ‘market’; aging 

demographic middle aged and above horse owners (almost 96% middle aged female in demographic middle aged and above horse owners (almost 96% middle aged female in 

Canada)

Equine industry used to messaging to itself, but has to get out of that bubble and get 

much better at messaging and creating intro experiences for the totally non initiated, 

based on what THEY need, not what YOU want to sell 
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However there are ample explanations from outdoor adventure learning, recreation 

therapy, sport for development- no need to stay stucktherapy, sport for development- no need to stay stuck
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In Canada an organizaiton called High Five offers training to parks and recreation staff 

and kids camp leaders on incorporating positive youth development in recreational and kids camp leaders on incorporating positive youth development in recreational 

activity- but there’s still no systemic training of coaches to be facilitators of  youth dev 

first, sport second
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S4D ideas have a rich and deep tradition  which has tools in it …

before physical activity was co-opted by ‘sport’

Long tradition of Physical Activity for 
personal dev. 

example: Scouts, Outward Bound, 4H

Physical activity in green space popular in 
Scandinavia

(extensive use of farm spaces & activities: 
Grøn Omsorg/ GreenCare)

Psychology:

Gestalt (psycho-somatic links)
Positive Youth Development

Caring adult

Engaging activity

Resilience
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My observation that it makes no sense to try and organize equine activity research in

quasi experimental method or with hopes of quantitative generalization to the quasi experimental method or with hopes of quantitative generalization to the 

population, because participants can be expected to have different outcomes

Better to look for common threads in a backdrop of variety- ‘too many variables’
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Needed to use a consistent lens across both qual and quant data
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Other species: learning about differences

Irony of north american urban consumer culture; it doesn’t promote thinking differently, 

or understanding meaningful differences (how we think and do things)
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Resilience Scale 3 subscales, and sub sub scales

Individual: personal, social, peer relationships

Caregiver Relationship

Context: spirituality, education, culture
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The sample size is not huge, but this is significant enough given there was no data..it is 

clinically significant if not statistically significantclinically significant if not statistically significant
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66.10 percent involved in phys activity: phys activity doesn’t seem to make a difference

on resilience scoreon resilience score

Remember most of these are girls!

Do you know any population of girls where 66% engage in regular organized physical 

activity? The national average is 55% girls 12-14 and 63% girls 15-19 classified as 

inactive (less than half an hour moderate activity per day).

Estimated 7% of kids /youth meet daily physical activity requirements.
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Play audio footage
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Leadership studies often look for the number of excellers

Those aren’t the ones we are concerned about
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Leadership values, but also what leadership means in interpersonal situations, the 

challenges of training and showing off the animal; challenges of training and showing off the animal; 
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It’s not that 4-H is the right answer everywhere; it’s that there are components of what 

is being done that can be learned from; why reinvent the wheel when you don’t have is being done that can be learned from; why reinvent the wheel when you don’t have 

to; when there is an organization quietly building resilience through  horses right under 

our nose
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And not just in first nations communities- worse the more rural you get
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Horses are not the only species: other green care activities, also in another community, 

another animal might be more culturally relevant, but where there is a tradition of another animal might be more culturally relevant, but where there is a tradition of 

horses, horses have a valuable role 
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